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Our Mutual Friend Brewing Earns 2022 Good Food Award
DENVER— Our Mutual Friend Brewing (OMF) is proud to announce that they have
been selected as a winner of the 12th Annual Good Food Awards. OMF’s Zappa
Weirding Way was recognized in the beer category.
The Good Food Awards celebrates American food and drink crafters who
demonstrate a commitment to creating tasty, authentic and responsible products to
better the nation’s food system.
“Unsurprisingly, we are passionate about beer. Part of that excitement and devotion
to making great beer is knowing the magic that comes from pairing it with well
crafted, delicious foods and the interplay that shines a light on the best
characteristics of both,” says OMF Managing Partner Brandon Proff. “We are
humbled and appreciative to receive this award after 9+ years of learning how to
make the best beer we can.”
This year the Good Food Awards received 1,966 entries across 18 categories. 244
distinguished makers rose to the top among 351 finalists, receiving high scoring
entries from a rigorous vetting process to verify that they were not only
exceptionally tasty, but met the sustainability and social responsibility criteria
required to become a Good Food Award winner.
There were 22 food crafter winners in Colorado. In the beer category, Cerebral
Brewing’s Invisible Hand also earned recognition.
“This honor is both an affirmation that we are on the right track and encouragement
to never stop working to be better,” says Proff.

The full list of 2022 Good Food Award winners can be found here.
###
About Our Mutual Friend Brewing
Established in 2012, Our Mutual Friend is a relaxed brewery and taproom in Denver,
CO whose goal is to create world-class beer using local ingredients whenever
possible and serve as a gathering place for the Five Points neighborhood. This small
but mighty brewery has earned acclaim and awards with a 2018 gold medal for

Saison Trystero at World Beer Cup and six Great American Beer Festival medals,
including a silver medal in the Mixed-Culture Brett Beer category for Biere Ovale
and a gold medal for Inner Light in the Australian Pale Ale category in 2021. Learn
more about OMF at OMFbeer.com.
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